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Happy New Year, Coastal Community!
With celebration of the GTM Research Reserve's 20th anniversary in 2019, the 
Coastal Training Program (CTP) wanted to debut a new resource for our 
coastal community, The Coastal Connect. This is the first issue of the CTP 
newsletter and will be shared quarterly to our mailing lists, contact groups, 
working groups, committees, and advisory groups. The CTP reaches across 
the northeast Florida region through the First Coast Invasive Working Group, 
the Oyster and Water Quality Task Force, our Management Advisory Group, 
workshops, training events, collaborative meetings, and more! We appreciate 
you taking a moment to read our updates, upcoming events, and resources. 
Please feel free to forward along to others.   
The mission of CTP is to provide the most up-to-date scientific information 
and skill building tools, such as trainings, to key professionals (i.e.: local 
officials, land managers, natural resource managers, community planners, and 
coastal business owners) responsible for making decisions about coastal 
resources and we welcome your feedback on this newsletter and 
programming.   
We look forward to sharing what CTP has to offer and are looking forward to 
seeing you in 2019! 
 
 
Kaitlyn Dietz 
Coastal Training Program Coordinator 
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Ecologically engineering living shorelines for 
high energy coastlines 
   The GTM Research Reserve has been apart of a NERRS Science Collaborative grant- 
funded project with the University of Florida since 2015. As this is the last year of the 
funding, there are great results and discussions about our dynamic shorelines. Shorelines 
and salt marsh habitats within the GTM Research Reserve have been retreating at rates 
of 1 meter per year (Silliman et al. in review) which has led to a loss of intertidal oysters, a 
loss of habitat, and a loss of ecosystem services. A potential stressor of this is boat wake 
energy, which like oceanic boat traffic is also increasing within our estuaries. Surveys 
from estuarine practitioners throughout the southeast and assessments of transponder 
data on tracked boats indicate that the Intracoastal Waterway has high boat traffic- 
often over 100 vessels per day. With the increased boat traffic, the wakes that are 
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   A second NERRS Science Collaborative grant-funded project that the GTM Research 
Reserve is apart of is the Stakeholder-driven modeling investigation of factors affecting 
oyster population sustainability. The project lead is Will White, Ph.D. from Oregon State 
University and David Kimbro, Ph.D. from Northeastern University in Massachusetts. 
 With the population model, originally developed by Dr. White for the investigation of 
the oyster fishery collapse in Apalachicola Bay, and oyster field data (since 2010) from 
the Dr. Kimbro and GTM Research Reserve staff, the project team hopes to understand 

produced for 90% of boats are less than 0.3 m, however the remaining are greater than 0.3 m and can erode the 
fine, marsh sediments. 
   This project, Ecologically Engineering Living Shorelines for High Energy Coastlines, with Christine Angelini, 
Ph.D, et al. from the University of Florida has been monitoring shoreline protection techniques that will protect 
against boat traffic, but not be hard armored (i.e.: seawalls, bulkheads). The team's approach consisted of two 
lines of defense to protect the salt marsh. The first structure was a set of semi-permeable breakwalls filled with 
crepe myrtle branches. Landward side of those structures were alternating oyster restoration structures of 1) 
oyster shell filled gabions and 2) biodegradable elements for starting ecosystems (BESE). 
   The wake analyses that the team has been studying around the breakwalls indicates that the breakwalls do 
dissipate the boat wake which has allowed for oyster spat to settle on the gabion structures and for the salt 
marsh edge to move toward the water/ breakwall. 
   While every answer brings another question like how often will the crepe myrtle branches need to be 
replaced? How do we avoid the threats of shipworms? How do we get settlement on the BESE structures?, the 
data from this project indicates that boats can impose an artificial wave climate on shorelines that drives loss of 
salt marshes and habitats. 
   In October 2018, restoration practitioners from across the southeast gathered at the GTM Research Reserve 
to discuss the results of this project and where to direct research and management efforts in the future. This 
project has also been presented at several statewide and national conferences including Restore America’s 
Estuaries. 

Oyster Sustainability Modeling

how oyster population sustainability is affected by the interaction of environmental factors, such as salinity and 
crown conch abundance, and harvesting. The Oyster and Water Quality Task Force of the GTM will be 
beneficial in sharing field data and model analysis, as well as guidance for future management efforts. 
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Fall 2018 Events 
   The Coastal Training Program had a busy fall with unique visitors, 
productive workshops, and quarterly meetings. In October, we 
hosted representatives from GlobalJax and delegates from 17 
international countries. This group of delegates, sponsored by the 
Department of State, explored U.S. efforts to protect the 
environment, with a focus on the quantity and quality of surface and 
groundwater supplies for a variety of competing uses locally, 
regionally, nationally, and internationally. The group was eager to 
explore the Reserve and enjoyed dipping their toes in the Atlantic 
Ocean. 
   CTP also hosted the NAI/CHARM (No Adverse Impact/Community, 
Health, & Resource Management) workshop in October. The 
workshop focused on long-term planning and the legal and policy  Attendees working with the CHARM tool 

frameworks that impact the day-to-day activities of decision makers dealing with extreme weather and natural 
disasters in Florida coastal communities. 
   The Heritage Monitoring Scouts Program kicked off a new year of training in partnership with the Florida 
Public Archaeology Network. The October training focused on pre-contact pottery and site photography. 
Participants were able to get hands-on experience with artifact identification and site monitoring skills at Shell 
Bluff at the end of GTM’s yellow trail. 

Upcoming Events 
HMS Florida Scout Monitoring: Faunal Remains and Defining Site Boundaries 
Thursday, January 24, 2019, from 12:30-4:30 p.m. 
Help monitor heritage at risk! Join us for a hands-on workshop series in artifact 
identification and site monitoring skills, including Arches database tutorial. Please 
reserve your seat at one or all workshops by contacting Emily Jane at 
emurray@flagler.edu or 904-392-7874. 

State of the Reserve Friday, February 1, 2019 
Morning Session: 9:00 a.m.- 12:00 p.m.    
Afternoon Session: 1:00 - 6:30 p.m. 
 The GTM Research Reserve hosts a "State of the 
Reserve" symposium annually. The symposium provides  
 an opportunity to Reserve staff, Reserve volunteers, visiting investigators, and partners to share their 
progress and results of their research within the GTM Research Reserve boundaries. Each year a theme guides 
the project presentations. This year's theme is "Celebrating 20 Years!" in honor of our 20th anniversary. 
This year will consist of a morning and afternoon session. The morning session, "How's the Water? 
Eutrophication and Us" will share with attendees about the natural and anthropogenic impacts of eutrophication 
and small changes they can make to help. The afternoon session will feature oral and poster presentations from 
GTM staff and visiting investigators. They will present the data and research they have conducted within the 
Reserve. There will also be an evening poster reception that allows everyone to mingle and network while 
watching the beautiful sunset over Guana River. 

Be sure to register soon to reserve your spot! 
Morning registration: sotrmorning.eventbrite.com 

Afternoon registration: sotrafternoon.eventbrite.com 
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The Citizen Science Water Level Application 
available on NOAA's Digital Coast
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https://bit.ly/2EfYSnP 
A new citizen science application to report water 
levels is now available online, where anyone can 
submit a water level report from their mobile device. 
This application collects photographs and associated 
GPS locations of water levels. For example, elevated 
water levels, such as those from King Tide events, are 
entered into the application to help communicate and 
visualize future sea level conditions. Also, flooding or 
other elevated water level impacts from storm events, 
such as hurricanes and inland floods, can be reported. 
These reports will be used by weather forecast offices to help communicate impacts and 
potential risk for future storm events and are incorporated into the Inundation Dashboard from 
NOAA’s Center for Operational Oceanographic Products and Services (CO-OPS). This application 
is available worldwide online and was developed by NOAA’s National Centers for Coastal Ocean 
Science. 

Partner Spotlight 
Our partners at FWC have been vital in assisting us with our 
Guana Lake and Guana River water quality sampling. Not only 
has FWC provided an airboat for sampling, but they also support 
additional bacteria source tracking. FWC manages the Guana 
River Wildlife Management Area, located on the northern end of 
the Guana peninsula within the GTM Research Reserve's 
boundaries. 

FWC Biologist, 
Wade Brenner


